Abstract. We present new high resolution VLBI images of the radio structure of quasar 0153+744 (z = 2.338) at λλ 13 cm, 6 cm, 3.6 cm, and 1.3 cm, and show that its jet as projected on the sky changes direction by a full 180 degrees between the core-jet component (A) and the bright secondary component (B) located only 10 milliarcseconds away from the core. Using images published for earlier epochs, we conclude that component B is stationary with respect to A and place an upper limit of 0.7 c (H 0 = 100 km s −1 Mpc −1 , q 0 = 0.5) on any apparent motion. No component motions are found in the jet either, albeit with a less stringent upper limit. This is in contrast to the superluminal motion typically found in flat-spectrum radio sources, of which class 0153+744 is a member. Component A is resolved at a wavelength of 1.3 cm into a core-jet structure with four distinct components, whereas B shows complex structure consisting of resolved steep-spectrum emission. At lower resolution, the structure of B is very similar at 1.3 cm and at 6 cm. Using B as a reference position, we measure a dependence of the core peak brightness position on the observing frequency in accordance with models for inhomogeneous synchrotron components. We find the spectral index of the optically thin emission of B to be close to the one of the steep-spectrum jet components between 6 cm and 3.6 cm. No extended emission is found on scales larger than about 1 arcsecond in new VLA images made at 20 cm in A and C configuration. We discuss a model of a precessing mildly relativistic jet for 0153+744, and show that a reasonable fit to the observed properties of the radio structure is achieved. In this model, component B is the result of jet components superposed along the line-of-sight (LOS) and enhanced Doppler boosting due to their moving close to the LOS. The new components found close to the core with VLBI at λ = 1.3 cm are sufficiently well-defined so that they may be studied in future VLBI experiments to detect motion, if any, which would further constrain, or perhaps falsify, the precessing beam model.
Introduction
The invocation of relativistic beaming (Rees 1966) in extragalactic radio sources has provided us with powerful means to model a wide range of morphologies and kinematic illusions with relativistic jets (Blandford & Königl 1979) . In this paper, we investigate combinations of the basic relativistic jet model with the effects resulting from the presence of an ambient medium and with a model for an intrinsically three-dimensional (i.e. not linear nor planar) jet geometry in order to attempt an explanation of the peculiar radio structure of the quasar 0153+744 (m R = 17.5, Stickel & Kühr, 1996) . This source is a member of a complete, flux density limited sample of flat-spectrum radio sources that has been studied intensively over the years (the S5 sample: cf. Witzel 1987 . They are typically core-dominated, and the majority of these sources display jets emanating from their cores. The case of 0153+744 has been summarized by Hummel et al. (1988, henceforth H88) , who also identified the components seen based on their morphology and the spectral dissection. This quasar displays a jet of extreme (apparent) curvature, which connects the core component and a strong secondary component only 10 milliarcseconds (mas) away from it. All of the observed components seem to be stationary relative to each other.
The quasar does not display large-scale kpc structure in high dynamic-range images made recently from new VLA data (Sect. 2.1). As to the one-sided pc-scale radio jet, we present new observations obtained with VLBI and the VLBA. The complex structure of the jet is revealed in a new VLBI image at 6 cm (Sect. 2.2.1), which has the highest fidelity of the images presented. It extends the time base of previous 6 cm observations to 10 years for use in motion studies. Snapshot observations made with the VLBA at S/X bands (Sect. 2.2.2) are used to obtain flux densities for the main components in order to allow the 858 C.A. Hummel et al.: The radio jet of quasar 0153+744 calculation of spectral indices of the radio emission. This data are complemented by somewhat higher resolution data from a VLBI observation in the X band (Sect. 2.2.3). The first VLBI observations at 1.3 cm dedicated to this quasar (Sect. 2.2.4) resolve the core component into a core-jet structure and will provide the first epoch for later motion studies close to the core. A discussion of 0153+744 has to take place in the context of core-dominated radio sources with jets, which frequently display apparent superluminal component motions, rapid flux density variability, and lack of inverse-Compton X-ray flux in connection with high brightness temperatures of the radio emission. However, 0153+744 is atypical in all three properties, and is morphologically quite unlike any other source known from surveys. It therefore poses a challenge to the relativistic jet model which we would like to address in this work.
Observations

VLA
In order to detect large scale structure around the quasar, if any, we observed it at λ = 20 cm with the Very Large Array (VLA) of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO 1 ) in C-configuration on 13 March 1992, and in A-configuration on 19 July 1991 for 1 hrs and 4 hrs, respectively. The bandwidth recorded was 50 MHz in two sidebands. The data were calibrated and mapped with uniform visibility weighting using standard tasks of the NRAO Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS). We derived the absolute flux density scale from observations of the VLA calibrator 3C 48, adopting a flux density of 15.78 Jy at 1.465 GHz. In Fig. 1 we show the VLA-A image restored with a circular beam somewhat smaller than the synthesized beam FWHM of 1. "17×0. "79 (p.a. 45.
• 8). Fig. 2 shows the C-configuration image, which has an even higher sensitivity to larger scale diffuse emission.
VLBI
The four VLBI experiments will be described in the following. Table 1 lists the stations which have participated, as well as information on receiver modes and recording bandwidths used, the number of visibilities obtained by coherent integration and the length of the integration interval, and the places where correlation of the data were performed (Caltech is the JPL/Caltech Block II correlator, Pasadena; MPIfR is the correlator of the Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, Bonn; VLBA is the correlator at the Array Operations Center in Socorro). Data reduction and imaging was performed using standard tasks as part of NRAO's Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS), Jodrell Bank's OLAF-MAP, and Caltech's DIFMAP (Shepherd et al. 1994 ). We used the task MODELFIT of the DIFMAP program to fit a model of the source structure consisting of elliptical components with Gaussian brightness profile to the visibility data. The model parameters can be used in a comparison with models of previous epochs towards an assessment of structural variability. They are listed in tables (Table 2  and Table 3 ) where the first column gives the component designation (following H88), the second column the flux density, the next two columns give the separation and position angle relative to the first component, respectively, and the last three columns give the two axes and the position angle of the major axis of the component, respectively. Parameter uncertainty estimates were derived empirically from variations during the model fitting process.
Observations at 6 cm
We carried out observations of the quasar with a global VLBI array at λ = 6 cm from 15 h UT March 9 (11 h UT for the European stations) to 3 h UT March 10, 1990 March 10, (epoch 1990 . One 15-min scan was spent on the compact quasar 0016+731 for the relative visibility amplitude calibration. The uv-coverage (see Fig. 3 ) obtained is nearly circular, with a radius of 150 million wavelengths, and uniform, except for the Atlantic gap between 70 and 90 million wavelengths. The synthesized beam FWHM is 0.8 milliarcseconds (mas). The visibility amplitudes were calibrated using the antenna gain and the system temperature information as a function of time, as supplied by each station. Relative station gain correction factors were derived from the structural calibrator (0016+731) assuming it to consist of a single Gaussian component. The 6 cm image of 0153+744 is shown in Fig. 4 In the Gaussian component modelfit, we added one (circular) component (B3) to the model published by H88 in order to account for the complex structure of component B and the increased amount of data in epoch 1990.19. Also, the axial ratio of component D was set to unity since it is roughly circular in the image and its ellipticity was not well defined in the fit. We note that a structure as complex as displayed by 0153+744 cannot be perfectly represented by the limited number of Gaussian components chosen.
Observations at S/X bands
Snapshot observations of the quasar were made at S/X bands in April 1995 (epoch 1995.28 ) with NRAO's Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA, i.e. the last ten antennas in Table 1 ) for the Radio Optical Reference Frame project at the US Naval Observatory. The data were recorded simultaneously at two frequency bands (3.6 cm and 13 cm); additional information on these observations can be found in Fey & Charlot (1997) . The images are shown in Figs. 5 and 7. The uv-coverage (Fig. 6 ) was fairly uniform, and the synthesized beam FWHM was 1.05 mas by 0.76 mas at position angle −88.
• 5 at X-band (λ =3.6 cm), and 2.9 mas by 2.4 mas at position angle -81.
• 0 at S-band (λ =13 cm). We chose circular beams of 1.0 mas and 3.0 mas for the restoration of the X-band and S-band images, respectively, to facilitate the interpretation of the structures seen. Since no flux 860 C.A. Hummel et al.: The radio jet of quasar 0153+744 0.10 ±0.01 9.4±0.40 160±10 1.3±0.3 = a(fixed) -The columns give for all components the flux density S, the distance r and position angle θ from the central component A, the sizes a and b of the major axis and minor axis (FWHM of the Gaussian), respectively, and the position angle of the major axis ϑ. Due to the limited amount of data obtained in the snapshot mode (about 4% of the data collected in the previously described 6 cm VLBI observation), a modelfit comprising all five components seen in the X-band image was unstable, and the three jet components had to be merged into one. We were thus able to determine the flux densities of components A and B, as well as the total flux density of the jet. The values obtained were confirmed by integrating the flux contained in small windows placed around the components in the image. The results are for A: 0.43 Jy, B: 0.26 Jy, jet: 0.06 Jy (C: 29 mJy, D: 7 mJy, E: 25 mJy), with typical uncertainties of 10%, but no less than about 2 mJy (for component D).
A four-component modelfit was used in the S-band to obtain flux densities as follows: A: 0.37 Jy, B: 1.06 Jy, CD: 0.20 Jy, E: 0.23 Jy.
Observations at 3.6 cm
The quasar was observed 7 h UT to 20 h UT on February 10, 1995 February 10, (epoch 1995 ) at λ = 3.6 cm as a phase calibrator in a 9-station VLBI experiment. The synthesized aperture ( Fig. 8 ) covers baseline lengths of up to 260 Mλ, except for a rather large annulus between 80Mλ and 190Mλ. The synthesized beam FWHM is 0.69 mas by 0.42 mas, pa=−7.
• 2.
The total flux density of the source was measured with ON-OFF measurements at Effelsberg to be S tot = 0.77 Jy. The visibilities were calibrated so that the total image flux density would be equal to the single-dish flux density.
The longest baselines involve stations Shanghai and Kashima which have a relatively low SNR, so that the image fidelity to small scale structure is limited. The image (uniform 
Observations at 1.3 cm
Observations at λ = 1.3 cm lasted from 19:30 h UT November 6 to 6:30 h UT November 7, 1992 November 7, (epoch 1992 . Two scans were spent on 0016+731 (S 22GHz ≈ 1.2 Jy) for the purpose of fringe search and station gain calibration. The uv-coverage ( Fig. 10 ) is less dense compared to the 6 cm observation in 1990, but has a radius of 600 million wavelengths, thus giving a synthesized FWHM of only ≈0.3 mas.
The calibration of the data followed the same procedure outlined in Sect. 2.2.1. The image of 0153+744 at 1.3 cm with natural visibility weighting and restored to the same resolution as the 6 cm VLBI image is shown in Fig. 11 . The entire source structure, restored with a beam of 0.4 mas FWHM, is shown in Fig. 13 . For this image, we used uniform visibility weighting and a Gaussian taper with amplitude 0.3 at 400 Mλ. In Fig. 12 we show the full-resolution 1.3 cm VLBI image of component A. 
Results
The structure of the jet and core component
The new images seem to confirm our picture of 0153+744 as a source with a dominant core (A) ejecting a jet (DCE), which is apparently terminated only a few mas away from its origin (B). No extended emission could be found on the arcsecond scale, consistent with the fact that all the images contain all of the single dish flux of this quasar. Upon closer examination of Fig. 4 , however, we find emission at 6 cm (component B3) extending back towards the core, as if in continuation of the jet with a loop at B. The jet is strongly bent, as noted earlier by H88, and the first 1.3 cm image of this source (Fig. 13) shows that component A (the core at 6 cm) is actually itself a core-jet structure aligned in such a way as to add to the overall curvature of the jet. The westernmost component (A1) is thus likely to be the true core of 0153+744 (see Sect. 3.4) . From A1 to B, the projected jet direction changes a full 180 degrees.
The jet is apparently one-sided. A lower limit on the jetto-counterjet brightness ratio, R, can be derived from the flux density of a particular component relative to the rms flux density of an area on the opposite side of the core. Using A2, we derive R ≥ 200, and for B the ratio is R ≥ 1400.
An interesting feature of the 1.3 cm jet is the kink in components A3 and A4, not only in itself, but also in view of an apparent continuation of the kink pattern throughout the 6 cm jet (components C and E). These kinks are also present in earlier images. Finally, where the jet meets the secondary component, B, it is almost orthogonal to the major axis of this bright component. 
The structure of the secondary component
The secondary component, B, in the quasar 0153+744 is a feature not commonly seen in compact flat spectrum sources (see surveys by Pearson & Readhead 1988 , Henstock et al. 1995 . It is bright, displays substructure, but is relatively compact. There is indication of an outflow to the north (component B3), suggesting a loop of the jet at B and a continuation of the jet to the north. The structure (appearance) of B is very similar at 6 cm, 3.6 cm, and 1.3 cm (see Figs. 4, 5 and 11), indicating optically thin and homogeneous (i.e. not having large spectral index gradients) emission. The structure of B does not seem to have changed significantly over the years, although the relative brightness of its constituent components has changed somewhat and the new higher quality VLBI data at 6 cm detected a new component in 1990.19 (B3). The total bightness of B at 6 cm, however, has remained unchanged from the last epoch (1986.44).
Apparent component motions
At the distance of 0153+744 (z = 2.338), 1 mas corresponds to 3.9 pc projected linear distance, and an angular velocity of 0.1 mas/yr corresponds to 4.3 c projected speed. H88 found the secondary component (B1+B2) to be stationary with respect to the core component at 6 cm within the measurement errors. Merging components B1 to B3 into a single component, we obtain a mean r = 10.27 mas and θ = 155.
• 9 in 1990.19 (compare this to r = 10.3 mas and θ = 156
• in 1986.44). Thus, by adding our new 6 cm epoch to the considerable database of 4 images spanning more than 10 years (including the image obtained by Pearson & Readhead 1988) , we confirm stationarity and are able to place an upper limit of 0.007 ± 0.025 mas/yr on the relative motion of component B, corresponding to an upper limit of 1.4 c. This limit uses a conservative estimate for the precision, , of a separation measurement of one-fifth of the synthesized beam FWHM. The spread of the data points around the constant separation of 10.3 mas, however, implies a considerably larger accuracy of the measurements in the case of components A and B in 0153+744 (see Fig. 14) . (Britzen & Krichbaum [1995] presented some 30 separation measurements for a stationary component in the BL Lac object 1803+78, obtained from geodetic VLBI observations at 8.4 GHz. The scatter of the positions is about 0.11 mas, which corresponds to about one-fifth of the synthesized beam FWHM for these experiments. These observations typically involved only three to five stations and it is for these smaller experiments that the above mentioned precision estimate has often been used. Observations with much larger number of stations will allow a higher precision if the data are well calibrated.) If we were to adopt a more realistic = 0.1 mas (except for the first epoch), the upper limit for the motion of B would become a sub-luminal 0.7 c. (We note that the position angles did not change significantly during the same period of time.) For the first time, we are able to assess the question of motion in the jet by comparing our observations to the image of epoch 1986.44, when the jet was first mapped with high dynamic range. However, we find no significant motion within the measurement error (C: µ = 0.00 ± 0.06 mas/yr; D: µ = 0.04 ± 0.06 mas/yr; E: µ = −0.01 ± 0.09 mas/yr). 
Frequency dependence of core position
The good agreement of the structure of component B seen at 6 cm and 1.3 cm and the lack of any detectable motion enables us to use this component as a reference position for the relative registration of the core seen at 6 cm and 1.3 cm. For this purpose, we have used the modelfit parameters for the combined secondary component (B1+B2) from H88 and this work to superpose the position of component A1 on the 6 cm core component A (see Fig. 15 ). We obtain a substantial shift of 0.9 ± 0.2 mas between A1 and A (uncertainty adopted as one fifth of the beam FWHM at 6 cm). This shift is clearly more than can be explained by possible small inhomogeneities (spectral index gradients) in B.
We also plot the core position at 18 cm, from a modelfit done by H88. At this wavelength, the secondary component is partly self-absorbed and components B and E had been merged into one modelfit component. Therefore we allowed for a possible shift of the 18 cm secondary component along a line connecting it with component E to bring the 18 cm core to coincide with the jet line between components A and D. This procedure was verified visually by overlapping the jet ridge line observed at 18 cm with the one observed at 6 cm, confirming the offset between the positions for B at a position angle of ≈ 45
• . The shift obtained relative to A1 is about 2.2 ± 0.7 mas (uncertainty adopted as one fifth of the beam FWHM at 18 cm). Following Marcaide & Shapiro (1984) , we adopt a power law for the dependence of the peak brightness position in the core, r, on the wavelength, λ, r = kλ δ , and find r = 0.7 · λ 0.5 . This implies an offset of ≈0.8 mas for A1 itself from the true core position. However, the errors in our position measurements allow a wide range of exponents. We have indicated this in Fig. 16 by plotting the best fits for δ = 0.2 and δ = 0.8. Even a linear relationship would be consistent with our data. Marcaide & Shapiro (1984) constrained the range of the exponent δ to be [0.7, 2.0], and Gomez et al. (1993) obtained δ = 0.75 based on calculations of inhomogeneous, relativistic jets. We consider the differences not significant and will postpone a discussion until higher resolution data at the longer observing wavelengths become available.
Flux density variability and spectral indices
The total flux density spectrum of 0153+744 was published by Chini et al. (1988) , showing a peak at about 2 GHz, a lowfrequency turnover, and a high-frequency spectral index of about α = −0.8 (S ∝ ν α ) for epoch 1986.4. We find weak if not insignificant flux density variability on time scales of weeks to months in 0153+744 at 6 cm, either for the total flux density, S tot , or for the individual component flux densities (Wüllner 1992, see Fig. 17 ). The same is true for S tot at 1.3 cm (Steffen 1994) , but the measurement uncertainties are larger here so that variations of up to 100 mJy (about 25% of S tot ) could go undetected. Over the last few years, however, the flux density at 6 cm seem to have decreased from 1.50±0.05 Jy (1986) to 1.25±0.05 Jy (1995, A. Kraus, priv. comm.) . Little or no rapid radio variability on time scales of a few hours was found by Heeschen et al. (1987) during three epochs in 1985. In the optical, Borgeest & Schramm (1994) did not find any significant variability in a four year period.
For the core-jet component A (A1-A4) we find a spectral index α = −0.8±0.2 between 5 GHz and 8.3 GHz, α = −0.7± 0.2 between 8.3 GHz and 22 GHz (S ∝ ν α ). This is somewhat flatter than the spectral index of the total flux density, S tot = −1.0±0.2 between 5 GHz and 22 GHz (approx. epoch 1991.5), due to the contribution of B at 5 GHz. The spectral index for the actual core (A1) is likely to be significantly flatter than the jetcomponents A2 -A4, but cannot be determined with our data. Except for the 1.3 cm data, the Gaussian component models fitted to the data contain all the single dish flux of the source. At 1.3 cm, the difference between the total flux density (324 mJy) and the total flux density of the core component A (A1-A4: 214 mJy) is 110 mJy, about 13 mJy of which are expected to come from the jet (α = −1.6, see below). This leaves about 97 mJy for component B, more than is accounted for in the Gaussian model. It is, however, likely that some part of this emission is extended, therefore resolved and not easily modeled by a single Gaussian component. For B, α = −1.5 ± 0.3 between 5 Ghz and 8.3 GHz, and α = −2.1 between 8.3 GHz and 22 GHz (α = −1.1 when adopting 97 mJy at 1.3 cm). The optically thin spectral index of B therefore appears to be similar to the index of the jet, α jet = −1.6 ± 0.3 between 5 GHz and 8.3 GHz. These indices are rather steep, indicative of synchrotron losses, but similar indices have been found in other jets on mas scales (e.g. 0836+710: Krichbaum et al. 1990 , 3C 273: Charlot 1993 . 
Brightness temperatures
Using T B = 1.22Sν −2 θ −2 for the observed brightness temperature in units of 10 12 K, with flux density S in Jansky, frequency ν in GHz, and diameter θ of the Gaussian component in mas, we derive the largest value of T B = 2.2 10 10 K for A1, well below the inverse-Compton limit of T B = 10 12 K (Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth 1981) . H88 found for component A a maximum value of T B = 0.2 10 12 K at the turn-over frequency of ν m = 5.4 GHz. Brunner et al. (1994) measured a X-ray flux density of 0.072 µJy at 1 keV with ROSAT-PSPC, and concluded that no Doppler-boosting needs to be invoked in the framework of the synchrotron self-Compton model for the X-ray flux.
Discussion
The radio structure of quasar 0153+744 poses challenging questions as to its nature in the context of the relativistic jet model. These are the extreme curvature of its jet, the apparent stationarity of its components, the lack of a counterjet, and the lack of extended emission. Since this quasar is a member of a complete, flux density limited sample of flat spectrum radio sources (S5 sample: Eckart et al. 1987) , there exist typical properties against which we can compare the ones found for 0153+744. (The selection criteria for the S5 sample were as follows: S tot (4990 GHz) > 1 Jy, α 2.7,5GHz > −0.5, δ > 70
• , |b II | > 10 • .) However, 0153+744 has also been listed as candidate gigahertz peakedspectrum (GPS) radio source by O'Dea et al. (1991) and also fulfills the selection criteria of compact steep-spectrum sources (CSS), based on the small size (< 15 kpc) and steep optically thin spectral index (α < −0.5).
Various models have been proposed to explain all or parts of the structure of 0153+744, a precessing beam (H88), an evolutionary precursor of compact flat spectrum radio sources (H88), a gravitationally lensed image of a quasar with a radio jet (Wüllner 1992) , and a helical relativistic jet (Steffen 1994) . In this context, we can distinguish two key structural elements, namely the core and its jet, and the secondary component. These two may or may not be addressed with different models, invoking different physical processes.
Classification
At low dynamic range, 0153+744 resembles compact double (CD) sources, a subset of GPS sources. These feature two compact components of similar brightness, giving rise to a narrow self-absorbed radio spectrum peaking at around 1 GHz. They are interpreted as evolutionary precursors of the large doublelobed radio sources (Carvalho 1985) . However, the new VLBI image at 1.3 cm clearly shows that the two dominant components of 0153+744 are dramatically different from each other, one of them (the inverted-spectrum component A) containing very compact components including the putative core (A1), the other one (component B) being resolved and more diffuse. This leaves the membership in the GPS class, in part because of the low-frequency turnover due to self-absorption. This result is consistent with the lack of extended emission, making this source intrinsically small. The common denominator of GPS and CSS sources, which therefore could also be of relevance in the case of 0153+744, is that they appear to be young sources confined by a dense medium (Saikia 1995) .
Is component B a hot-spot?
We consider two interpretations of component B, either a hot spot in the "working surface" of the jet at a location where it is stopped by ambient gas of the host galaxy (H88), or a piece of the jet oriented along the line of sight (LOS).
The first interpretation, commonly invoked for the "minilobes" in CSS/GPS sources, would naturally explain the relative stationarity of B with respect to the core. The tendency of these sources to show strong depolarization of the radiation towards longer wavelengths (see Saikia 1995) hints towards a dense ambient medium. Similarly, Cawthorne et al. (1993a) observed 0153+744 with VLBI at 5 GHz, but failed to see any polarized emission at a level brighter than 3 mJy/beam (m < 0.5%). If we were allowed to scale down "classical" kpc lobes of radio galaxies, we would expect to see one or two compact hot-spots surrounded by diffuse emission. However, component B does not seem to contain any such bright and compact knots, just condensations in diffuse emission resolved at higher frequencies. (Compare B to the outer components observed in compact triples by Conway et al. 1992 .) Furthermore, unless the nuclear gas distribution is highly asymmetric, or the radio emission from B is beamed, we would expect to see a hot-spot and lobe also on the counterjet side, as is the case in "compact symmetric objects" (CSOs: Conway et al. 1992 , Wilkinson et al. 1994a , Readhead et al. 1996 .
The second interpretation would naturally explain the complex substructure of B as a result of the jet kink pattern (see Sect. 3.1) seen along the jet axis. Along the LOS superposition of the optically thin jet emission and additional moderate relativistic boosting would be required to explain the large relative brightness of this component.
Evidence for bulk relativistic motion?
Bulk relativistic motion is a common phenomenon among the compact flat-spectrum radio sources of the S5 sample . The quasar 0153+744 is unusual in that it does not exhibit any of the strong indicators for bulk relativistic motion, like superluminal motion, rapid flux density variability, and brightness temperatures close to the inverse-Compton limit in conjunction with lower-than-expected X-ray luminosities. This source is also the only one in the sample with a spectral index between 5 GHz and 230 GHz steeper than −0.4 (Chini et al. 1988) , indicating the absence of a strong, compact mm component in the core. This is consistent with the observation that almost a half of the 22 GHz emission in the core-jet is jet emission (components A2, A3, and A4). Because the angle of the jet to the LOS must be rather small due to its large apparent curvature, we conclude that the intrinsic Lorentz factor of the relativistic jet in 0153+744 must therefore be lower than the typical value of γ = 8 found in the S5 sample from estimates of the Doppler factor and measured component speeds (Witzel 1987) .
The angle to the line of sight
A question which we need to address is the inclination, i, of the jet to the line of sight (allowing for a fluctuation around a mean value along its extent). This angle (near the core) must be smaller than about 48
• to satisfy
with R ≥ 200, the jet-to-counterjet brightness ratio measured in the 1.3 cm VLBI image, β, the intrinsic velocity of the jet in units of the speed of light, and α, the optically thin spectral index of the component under consideration. We assume here that two symmetrical jets are ejected from the core in opposite directions, with Lorentz factors of about 2 (taken from H88; see discussion below). We have used α = −1. (If component B is considered, R = 1400 and α = −1.5, and the angle of the jet to the LOS can not be more than about 40
• .) At the maximum angle, the apparent transverse velocity in the jet would be about 1.6 c. It would be somewhat larger at smaller angles, except for angles to the LOS sight of less than 10
• . Assuming the core to be stationary (with respect to the extragalactic reference frame), the apparent stationarity of B would clearly indicate motion quite close to the LOS (< 5
• ), or even smaller Lorentz factors. The higher upper limits on the motion of the other jet components would, however, allow the full range of angles and Lorentz factors.
The analysis in the last paragraph only holds if pattern speeds and fluid speeds are identical. This is not necessarily so (Lind & Blandford 1985 , Hardee 1990 , and in the most extreme case a stationary shock might exist. This theory has been invoked for NGC 6251 (Jones & Wehrle 1994) , and could be for other sources (e.g. 4C 39.25, 3C 395) in which one observes stationary, as well as moving components. For the latter, however, curved jet models have been applied successfully (e.g. Alberdi et al. 1993) . We hesitate to invoke stationary shocks for the entire set of jet components in 0153+744.
The jet as a helical structure
Following our conclusions in favor of all non-core emission from 0153+744 being emitted by an optically thin jet close to the line of sight, an intrinsic helical geometry seems to be a natural way to explain its extreme apparent curvature. We note that even in projection, a jet with a simple plane curvature would have to undergo a full 180
• bend to produce an apparent bend of the same degree. In the case of relativistic jets on the scale of a few parsec, this is very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. The intrinsic curvature of a helix, however, need only be small to produce the same effect, as was shown by H88 and Steffen (1994) . Furthermore, a helix at a small angle to the LOS would be able to produce an intriguing effect like the apparent "looping" of the jet back towards the core, which can be seen in the 6 cm image. Intrinsic helical distortions of jets were also invoked by Conway & Murphy (1993) to explain the bimodel form of the distribution of apparent misalignment between the position angle of VLBI and VLA scale jets in core-dominated radio sources.
Helical structures in jets can be of a different nature and origin. Component trajectories in the quasar 3C 345 were interpreted in terms of plasmons moving along helical tracks inside a magnetized jet (Qian et al. 1992 , Qian et al. 1996 , Steffen et al. 1995 . Non-axisymmetric Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities involving the entire jet have been invoked for 3C 345 (Hardee 1987 ) and the BL Lac object 1803+78 (Steffen 1994) . Jet precession was used to model the kpc structure of jets (Gower et al. 1982 , Cox et al. 1991 , Hummel et al. 1992 , as well as the curvature of the jet in 0153+744 (H88). The first two models result in small oscillations of the trajectories around a mean path, which, in the first model, can be different for each component, whereas, in the second model, the components all follow the same path. The comparatively large apparent lateral excursion of the jet in 0153+744 is, if at all, more likely to be explained by a precessing beam, even though the precession period becomes uncomfortably small (H88). We note that there are small oscillations in the jet of 0153+744, which could in fact be a result of the magnetic or hydrodynamic instabilities. The sub-structure in the secondary component B would then be explained by the superposition of the jet components at various offsets from the center of the jet. Steffen (1994) has proposed a model based on a helical relativistic jet (γ = 8) for 0153+744. The jet traces the surface of a cone of small opening angle (half-cone angle 0.15
• ) and base radius of 8.3 pc, with a small angle of the axis of the helix to the LOS (7
• ). The angle of the jet, and hence the velocity vector of the components in it, is the smallest at the position of component B. Therefore, differential Doppler boosting and stacking along the LOS would explain the prominence of the emission in component B and its stationarity. Away from the LOS, however, much larger apparent velocities would be expected. Also, the model does not provide an explanation for the origin of the helix.
Precessing beam
Jet precession provides a natural way to create helical jet structures. Components are assumed to move along ballistic trajectories with intrinsic speed β (if pressure gradients in and interaction with the ambient medium can be neglected) at angles to the LOS in the range [i − ψ, i + ψ], where i is the inclination of the precession cone axis to the LOS, and ψ is the half-cone opening angle. Precession period P and azimuth angle ϕ complete the set of parameters needed to specify a precessing beam model (see: Gower et al. 1982) . We have modified the model first published by H88 to account for the new results concerning the smaller upper limit on any apparent motion of component B, and the apparent loop of the jet through B back towards the core. This meant decreasing the intrinsic jet speed from β = 0.87 (H88) to β = 0.7 (while increasing the period from P = 200 yrs (H88) to P = 880 yrs), and decreasing the inclination from i = 23
• . Fig. 18 shows the new model with P = 880 yrs, i = 20
• , and β = 0.7 (the rotation on the sky is 59
• ). The precessing beam model is able to explain the observed jet curvature as well as the enhancement of the jet brightness at component B through a combination of foreshortening and differential Doppler boosting. The foreshortening ratio, ∆, at B relative to C is about ∆ = 2, and decreases rapidly further down the jet. The Doppler factor, δ, at C is about δ C = 1.86, whereas at B it is δ B = 2.08, providing a boosting ratio of (δ B /δ C ) 3−α = 1.7 (α = −1.5). The boosting increases somewhat further down the jet, since the smallest angle to the LOS is attained approximately 1 mas beyond component B3, before it drops again. Thus, a combined enhancement factor of about 3.4 is achieved for the emission at B over the emission in the jet between A and B. This corresponds roughly to the flux density ratio of B over the sum of components C, D, and E (4.3), where both pieces of the jet occupy areas of similar intrinsic length. The predicted jet-to-counterjet flux density ratio (20
• inclination to the LOS) is about 550. This is somewhat below the observed limit of R = 1400 from the 6 cm image, indicating that a counterjet should definitely become visible in images of a dynamic range not much higher than ours. The angle to the LOS near the core is about 16
• . The model is consistent with the upper limits of component motions. The predicted speed of B is 0.7 c, that of C 0.9 c, and 0.7 c near the core. In addition, the effect of the differential Doppler boosting factor of 1.1 can be used towards explaining the shift of the spectral maximum of component B to higher frequencies relative to the jet component between it and the core. Unfortunately, the spectral decomposition done by H88 is not well constrained due to insufficient VLBI data at longer wavelengths, so that a quantitative assessment of this question has to be postponed.
The disappearance of the jet beyond component B3 has to be explained by a combination of effects including smaller foreshortening (increasing the mean separation between adjacent components if they were emitted at regular time intervals), smaller differential Doppler boosting beyond about 1 mas from B3, and the decay of the jet brightness with distance from the core as usually observed in other radio jets. It is somewhat surprising, though, that this would happen so abruptly in the radio jet of 0153+744.
As noted by H88, the solution to the precessing beam geometry is not unique. For 0153+744, the class of models which fit the observed geometry has i/ψ ≈ 2.1, and strong correlations exist between the period and the jet speed. However, if kinematical constraints are to be met, higher speeds β are allowed only with very small values for i and ψ. Significant differential Doppler boosting requires a larger cone opening angle, and thus smaller Lorentz factors γ. Wüllner (1992) , noticing a resemblance between the radio structures of 0153+744 and a known gravitational lens, MG1131-0456 (Kochanek et al. 1989) , proposed and investigated such a model in order to explain the strong curvature of the jet of 0153+744 in terms of an Einstein ring. In this model, the two bright components A and B should be the images of the core of a quasar, with similar degree of compactness. This is clearly not the case for B, which also has a different radio spectrum from A. Based on this evidence, we can rule out this model. Absorption features have been detected in the Ly α, C IV, and Mg II lines of the spectrum of 0153+744 (Lawrence et al. 1987) , but are probably intrinsic to the source. A foregound galaxy has been found by Stickel & Kühr (1996) , but at a projected distance of 7" from the quasar. Due to the small image separation, possible lensing objects would be massive Black Holes or globular clusters. Lensing masses in the range ∼ 10 6 to ∼ 10 8 M are being discussed in connection with searches for "milli-lenses" (e.g. Wilkinson et al. 1994b ).
Gravitational lens
Pressure gradient
We would like to mention a possible relationship between the large jet bending angle and the low polarization of the pc-scale jet emission, which was pointed out by Cawthorne et al. (1993b) . Only in two sources out of 24 objects selected from the Pearson and Readhead (1988) sample they found no detectable polarization, while the jets of these two sources (0153+744 and 1624+416) displayed the most dramatic bends of all. This could be due to a dense ambient medium, causing jet bending through pressure gradients. This bending, however, must not be confined to a plane because, as was mentioned earlier, this would imply extreme intrinsic bending.
Summary and conclusions
We have presented new VLA A and C configuration images of the core-dominated, flat-spectrum, radio-loud quasar 0153+744 (z = 2.338) at 20 cm wavelength, as well as new intercontinental VLBI and VLBA images at 13 cm, 6 cm, 3.6 cm, and 1.3 cm. No extended emission (stronger than about 0.4 mJy/beam, dynamic range 10000) was found on scales larger than about 0.6 arcseconds. The 6 cm radio emission on milliarcsecond scales is dominated by two components, one of which (the core-jet, A) is self-absorbed and the other one (the secondary component, B) optically thin. A strongly bent jet connects both components. The new 6 cm image, when combined with published results on this source (Hummel et al. 1988) , confirms the stationarity of the observed components and place smaller upper limits on the apparent motion, if any. The limit on any motion of B is 0.7 c, one of the few stationary components in jets in this class of sources. The 1.3 cm image, the first obtained for this source at this wavelength, resolves the core component A into a core-jet structure oriented at a position angle which connects it smoothly to the curved jet observed on larger scales. Thus, we found the jet to curve a full 180 degrees between the core and the secondary component. Component B was resolved into diffuse emission.
The observed structure strongly indicates an intrinsic helical structure of the jet, oriented at a small angle to the line of sight. The precessing beam model of Hummel et al. (1988) was modified to account for the new findings, and a set of parameters was found to produce a good match to the observations. The jet is assumed to be ballistic and relativistic, but with a low Lorentz factor of γ = 1.4, and the precession period is P = 880 years. In this model, component B is explained as a piece of the jet seen at smaller angles to the line of sight, and differentially Doppler boosted relative to the jet components between it and the core. Other models (gravitational lensing, pressure gradients, and jet instabilities with helical configuration) were discussed, but are less satisfactory.
Future observations might detect small, but significant motions in the jet of 0153+744. In particular, the newly detected components at 1.3 cm might serve as a discriminant between models if motions are found and their speed and direction studied. This quasar is a member of a flux density limited sample of flat-spectrum radio sources, which has been investigated extensively over the years (Witzel 1987) . Thus, 0153+744 can be studied in the context of relativistic beaming in this class of sources, and may contribute to a refinement of the theory of relativistic beaming because of its peculiar properties.
